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Overview
_

416

fhe puipose of this moduls is to teach the basio
metric measures of length,area, volume, lelmaitY
mass and. t.mp.çstur.. gt introdires studientst9
metric prefix* , abbrriiations and unit ponvor-
*ions with the- ystem. illustrative-and option-
al material coo s metric measures to our famil-
isrAmerican standard measures. The purpose* are
k000mplished through the use of detailed explana-
tions, 1xPeriments, charts, mimes and manipulative..

After an introduction,which points up the need for
kuniform international measurement system, the

'atudent mooed. thr9ugh a series oft experiments
and worksheets in which he learns to use the basic
metric units of length, area, volume4 capacity and
temperature. .As hi works with theseunits, he
recognises the aavantages of ths decimal.structure
of the.metrio system'. Most problems are related
in some way to a yaysical model or actual Measurio7
rant device.

.
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,
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Tucher's Guide

Students will be able to us* the basic metrics pro-
'fixes and understan51,their meaninkand relationship.

.Students will be able to interpret and use common
metric abbreviations.

Attudents mill be able to use the basic metric
measures of length, area volume, oapicity,.mase-
.and,tomperature. s'

7

f

altudsnts,will be sago to estimate, measures of
Ionia!, rag volume, and mass in mettio-units.

..Students will be able to tionvert.from one metric\
unit to another by using the properties of the
base ten system,. e.g., 12 pm 1.2 cmir.

.Students will be Ole to read the metric temp-
orathre meals. .

.Stlients will know tho-basio unit of me;tric land
Aasaiuroment (hectare).

11Activity Description 11

Act.41f1.. Introduotica 'Need for and history of
the metric system. 1

Aot. #2. Thoms Jefferson, a l'endultim, and the
,Metorr - Show way* deteraining the basic
unit .of metric system'- ths,meter.

Aot. #3. Using a meter stiok andilearning
prefixes - puislo or concentraiion game.

Act. #4. /tactic* in metric measurement* - proj-
eat* And pussies.

Act. #5. Aisa measuftments

Aot. #6. Volume measurements

Act. #7. Plain; (weight) leasursmentei,

Aot. #8. Landr-area (optional)

Aot.,01. Medik temperature measure:int

Act...#10. Reviw crossword

_Mit. #11. CoI%.?àti -.DnglieFand Metric (opti

'V

f
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:Contained in this moaulei

Actiirity Sheet #'s l'to 11'

2. Student Worksheet #'s,1., la, 3, 3a,
31:01 5, 5a, 7, 9, 11, llt", and 11b.

.Teaoher 'must provides

1. String ana weights.(heavy washirs will dO)
for pendulums, meter sticks, watehesmith

.

second:hand or stop watches. *t. #2Y
2. Meter titicke (Act, #3)

3. Strlim af cardboard, tagboard (or adding
machine tapes),36 cm long, cardboard or tag-
board for puzzle construction, meter stioks,
and,metric rulers, 100 mster'measuring
and sciedors. (Act, ")

Metric rulers, 1/2 gallon milk cartons, *ter,
stioks, cardboard -(40 cm long)'ior construct--
Um of cubic dedimeter, cubic centimeter
blocks, quart milk carton, liter measuring
cup, and scissors. (Act. #5) ,

5. Balance scale with metric weights, various
containers to hold water - 'tin cans, bottles11,,,,
plastl.c bowls. eto. - white centiiiter.oubei,
and 10 cm rods. (Act..#te 6 and 7)

6. Celsius thermometer (not.absolutely essen-
tial). OW. 04

,

5
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US* PP

Ws module SW be used with oin entire. Some
Activities aro best used by small grimy of stur
dents.

.

,, .

The protest ikdesigned to check entringaeskills
of students to determine ifithey. need Additional

, preparation before or during, work cm the mOdulo.
,

'Students unsuCoeisful On the pr4test may bet'

.1.. Civet pre-module material., '
2. Assigned%to work (scythe modu 4 w th bettor .

prepared,-atudents,
3.' Given

iá
indiVidusl instructor help Ihtel diffioulty enotentered 'within 'the -mod e.

Poittiat .

*The posttest
dent is abls
jeottves for

11

ii designet} to determine if the stu-
to suooeed2in sooffplishing throb..
thA modul.

rr
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I. Activity Sheet'#1 - Introduction

A. Teaching suggisstions:

1. The purpose of this activity is to
discubs the need for history-16nd ad-,

v.a,ntagoa ":±4.1.4e,mlitrio 'system.'
This should be read and discussed by
the students. The teacher could ask
students to give examples of.metric
measurements that they have heard
used. A 16 mm film projector, 35 mi
slides are good examples. Some stu-
dents may know ct foreign or domestic
earls with metric parts.

B. Materials:

1. Activity Sheet #1 and la
2. Student Worksheet #1 and la
3, Adding machine tape

C. Answer Keys Page 5

Solutions will tary.

2.

II. Activity Sheet #2

A. Teaching suggestions:

1. The purpose of this actiytty is.to
illustrate a method of defining a
standard.measuring unit.

2. Students may do this experiment in
pairs or'threes. Be sure to emphasize'
that the jaeasurement is to be made to
the center (approximately) of.the bob.'
'Some diicussion could take place rs,..

garding the displadement of the pen -

dulum and it's oftect pn the period..

4.

J

.1f you pull it 5" to one side-to
ttart-it swinging, do yau get a .-

, .diffórent result from pulling-it 8"?
Where does it seem tO mike a,diff-
AlrenoitV These'questions-should be
anewered:by investigation.

B1 Msterialsi 4

1. ActiiritY.gheet #2 and 2a.
2. String and weights (hevi washers,will

do) for pendulums,'meter sticks, itatphes
with second hands or stop watches.

III. ActivitY sheet #3

A. Teaching: suggestions:

1.. This actiyity will help students learn
names of basic metric units and pre-
fixes for their stibdivisioni and mul-
tiples, end'metrib apreviations.

2.. The teacher should-disauss the sub- .

division of the,meter stiok with the
class and chock their understanding of
the pritfiXes. and their Meanings. Use

- the prefixes- in Ather words -; decimal,
century, etc.

A game of 'concentration" may be play-
ed with .an overhead projector and a
trsnspatrency of the followitig diagram.

A

1 al ldni Sem I nun
-,

Iknt
0,1
edit

1 oesz

not
,
v 'eti

to
mnt

I oo
im

to
tret

0.01
dm.-

itt

dm
too

rnm
0),.cti

rti
tote
lii,

Easy *fdr Uginners.
, Other units can be,

peed.

,
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A.
(Cont'd)

. ,

Tho cells on the transparency may
be careered 'with pieces of oaxdtmexd
awl the olaes divided into two teams.
Then, taking turns, a meMber frost
leach team triis to name the looations
which contain equivalent measures,
getting points for'suocesses, For f
example, D-1 and 0-3 scores a point.
If the locations do not oontalh equiva-
lent measures they ari covered again.
This game .may be varied with differ-

. ent types of measurements as the stu-'
dents learn more about the metric
system.

B. Materials:

1. Activity Sheet #1
g. Student Worksheet Ps 3,

4 3. Meter sticks
4. Stock for playing cards.

C. Answer Keys Pages 10 and 11

1. Micro; milli; centl; dec
kilo; and mega.

2. a dekameter
hectometer
kilometer
megameter
centimeter

3: 1000 gram
1 kilogram_

9

10
10
100
10

300-
900 9000

3a apd 3b,

1; deka heotos

decimeter
milligram
kiloliter
kilogram

1000
f

10
.h 1000

ci3?00

5 .

370
500

4

at*

,

8 omi 89 Alf 607 24 4 47 di4
1. and 8 m

4, Solution iS shown:

IV. Activity Sheet #4s
.

A. Teaching suggestionse

.1. The activities provide opportunities.
' for students tg(use.metric ;Weasure-
" -manta in oonstruotimi measuring, and

estimat ng. The teacher should Qir-
tt:cula through the classroom to'give..
assis oe Where needed.

2 Games and pu0slee,may be used
courage hnd motivate the studeats to
learn metric'ifteasures. good virtal
game can start with ihe teacher sayings
"Ifm thinking of something in thip
room'that'is *bout 120 centiMeters (or
1.2 moters)lOng.,", Ole student who
gueeses the object becomes the leader-
and repeats the process. conflicting 401

opiniOns may develop during this game-
an4 iiteasuring'instrumenti may have
be productecito settle the questions

B. Materiales

.1. Activity Sheet #4
,2, *udent Workshet
3. Stripe of cardiioard, tatbearl, (or

adding machine tapes) 36 cm long
lie Cardboard orbtagbcard for pussle

0Cnstruction
5. Meter sticks and metric rulers6. 100 meter measuring tape

Scissors.



-IT-. qv. Answer Keys pages 12, 13, 14 and 15

1, -Alllemgths from 1 thro4h 36 can be
measured direotly with the "oenti-
Ittor'stick":

Order
,..

EttiMate of
Length

Actual
Error Correct

der

,

,

.

_Length

i49 mm
50 ms
47 mm
44 mm
30 ire

26 mm
9 rts

C
B
G
D
H

. E
A -

F
.

4^ Answers will vary

5. Guessed
Order

.

Est. of
Terimeter
d

Actual
Perimeter

Corrept
.Order

.

:2!

.

..

.

.

--

.

20 om
19
13 o
12 cm

D
C
B
A

A

Activity Sheet:405

A. Teaching suggestion's

1. The purpose of this activity is to
provide exVeriences in defining and
using metric measures of area.

2. Preliminary work with ruMer.band
- constructions or geoboards would

be helpful for Student Worksheet #5,
Problem 1.

B. Materialss

1. Actiyity Sheet #5
2. Student Worksheet #5 and 51,.

3. Wetric rulers
4. Ons-hilf gallon ,milk cartons.
5. Meter'sticks
6. Scissors

C. Answer Key.1

(Activity Sheet #5) - Page 16

s 1. 100 mm
2

I. 1 cm
2

4, 100 dm2 1 m2

2. 100 cm
2
m 1 dm

2
5. 1000 x 1000

3. 100 x 100 10,000 m 1.000,000

(Student Worksheet #5) - Pages 17 and 18

4 cm2 D) 9 orit2

9 cm
2

it) ,13 cm
2

8 em2

An infinite nuMber

Any straight line which, passes*,
through the center poiftt of the
reOtangle cuts it in half.
0m2

3. An re will vary.

4. ,An ris will vary.

r

4
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Actility *list #6
. .

A. Teaching uggest&onei . .
A. Th 4urp o6his_acittvi-ty j1 to

prt3v*de experiencs in detining and
using' petrib ,measurtis Of_ volume and _

cavek:1*. .5,

. B. Materials',
1. Activity Shet #6, and 6a
2. Metric rulers
3, .Caxdboard (1O cm x )0:cm) forHpon-

,

.struction.e cubic deOimeter
4.. .Cubic centimeteeblocks
5. Literimeasure
6. 'Quart carton

r7. Sciseois

C; Answer Key's 'resgel!

1. a) 16 dm2

b) 600 cs2.

2; a) 100

b) 12

19 and 20

',1) 1090

a) 1000

4, A liter.is slightly/Urger than a
quart. One quart is approgimatell.
.05 liters. One liter 1.3 approx.

cfuarts.

VII. Activity Sheet #7'
A. Teaching suggestionSt

H.

1. The.purpose of the activity is to
provide experiences.An using 'metrAc
neasures of Ws.

2. St4dints could be diVided into teams
of three to work on measuring variou'
items of the exercise and. #ken. switi
equipment.

.

13

1

Act;od aotivitr'to _promote' skills
estimation-axid. review ell measure....

leained Up to this 'point ,11 'the
tdiLwinga gather. together 1.0115
1.0 Have -a sheet prepared (by
.:the\teacher cr a ocunktttes ce.etw-

:., dents). at4oh leas_urement *for
. 449h Objiot"ca -length teasel or

o)opactity. Thin have studentio\ cue at
'a. tiMe , 11tte name of the oorrect
Object next to'.its measureleent, . This
can be done as' a'.,00nteliit 'with
to see which".stud'ent :can domPlite. the'
task in the shorteakt time. -Per exasplot

,
. :

*
(Committee or toacker kee/e Mealier
or solution 'sheet.) e

.

Name or number
-

of object
..

. .

Methaurement
,.

."

length of 30' cm
'width 4 cm

.

thiokne .of 3 mm

,e-length 12 c'm
.1

mass of 1 kg
. ,

-

.

.

-

B. Materialst

1. Activity Sheet #7
2. Student Worksheet #7
3.. Balance scale witft metric weights',
4. Metric capabity measures, liters,and.

Cubic centimeters'
$ -Various containers to hhold water'', tin

cans, bOttles°, plastic bowls, ete
6. White and orange Cuisenaire rods.

I 5.

.

,

/SIN na 1 I I Pa& AI
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C, Answerl lay s

(Aotivity Sheet #7)

1. Answers will vary, but tho miss.
of water &weld be about 1000 grams.-

,

2 A_newer* will vary, 1 gram (if
measured precise* under rigidly
-controlled oonditions),

,

(Student Worksheet #7)

1. Answers will vary (students 'Meek
esdh other.),

2, sughtly less than one gram, since
wood iselighterthan water.

3, Answers will vary.

4

VIII. Activity Sheet #8 (Optional)

A. Teeähing suggestionas

1. Purpose is'tosrovide experiences in
using metric land measure

B. Materiilss

1, Activity Sheet #8, and 8a
2. Metrio-equared piper
3. Metric measuring tape (optional)

0. Answer Keys Page 23

1. Square centimetera (om2)

2. Square meters (m2)

3. Square dekameters (dam2)

'7

, .

,

:IX, Activity Sheet #9

A. Teaching suggestions's

`r.

1

1. ,The purpostie to become aoquals4edliith
temOlerature scales.

2. Estimation of,tmeratures co ths1.001-
slue wale in 0.asediscussion should
be helpful. Whit is a reisonable Ce1.4
sius rtiding-for human body,temperiture,

11*. refrigetatoetempersture, temperature .

at the North,P4e, temperature of molten
lava for'a volcano?

O. Materialss .

1. Activity Sheei #9
2. Student Worksheet #9
3.-"Celsius thermometer (not abs, essential)
4, . Fahrenheit thermometer.

C. Answer Key!

"(Activity Sheetr#4) - Pig* 25

a

(Student Workeheet #9) - Page 27
1 a) C F.

10° ,

150,. 60:
20" 70"
30 90

loov

AW.?,. 7,9 '!') Fr .14 4 ,,

1 6
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IX. et (Continued)

(Student Worksheet #9)'- Pa.ge 2?

\
_

1

Xff Aotivity Sheet 011

A. Teaching suggest%Onss

1 1)

0)

20° - 35° or higher

109 - 55(); 15° - 59°,

101 - 86°,
350 950

200

.1.

2.

2.1 Subtract 30, then take, one-half.

Activity Sheet #10

A. Teaching_ suggesti ons s

1. Ac4ivity #10 s4tould be used ai a
reew exercise, foLlowed by a

q discussion of the entire unit.

B. Materialss

1. Activity.Sheet *10

C. Answer Keys 28

.k g

m r

a

,

de k a

1

111.

r . s

a

m i 1

-ev.v

This sotiyityill provide prakice ,

in coVOixing,the foe ovum unitts of
the "trio and English *yeti's's.

Eighasis* the sr4roxisats nature of
th6 conversions. .

1. Otve.as many concrete everienoes
ma**ing" the units as.pdiaible.

, 1

4. Emphasise that conversions ate lordas-
ingly onneoessary.

B. Materials's

1. Aotivity Sheet #11 amd lla
2. Student Worksheet #11, 11a, and llb
3. measuring ,units

/

'0. Answer Keyi Pages,32 and 33

L.a 1 in. d .1/2.in. g 1 kg'bias lkm hlgal .

1 mi. f 1 liter. i '1 kg

2. Multiply by 2 1/2. 150 cm.

3; Multiply by 1 1/2. 1150 mi. , 120.-mph.

4, . About the same' in quarts. Divide by 4
for gallons.

, 40 qta.

5. Multiply by 2.24. 22 lb. $2.20 lb.

6.

,

'*

80

o
4

91
d 9

25 .
e

f 10

h 38,9j 230
k 93

3
1
13

4.,74,14-
14,vni*2
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1. a) 1 inch b) 2 inches e) 4 inched

2. a) 1 ,knch b) 2 inches c) 3 inches'

3: a) 3 feet c) 3 riket 6 inches

b) 3 feet 4 inches d) 5 het 4 inches
. 5. Cubic meters or cubit dekameters

4.1714 .

,o. 2 6- wa). 10-3. d) 105

tle.per

2: 'Gram

3. LitSr

4., Square "meter4 or equare dekameters

,

"--";pY

4. 'e) 1/10 . 0.1 c) 2 .

a)1000 . 103'

\b) 100 102

1 10

b) 103: e)
dj

An a 015
)

d) 1
7555

e) 1 2T55 . lo

6. 1 1 1 1
MU'.175551 T66,

7. a) 5 ft.. 10 in..

bs) 8 ft. 8 in:

a) 8,inches

,0 inches.-

9 450 r

10, )1.00, 1000

c) 12. inches

.d) 7 inches

7. a) s600`cm 6 .1.1?) 4 400

c) '900 cm iL-A. 9000 nan's

8. 50 cm.

9. ,100

10.. 1000

.11. 1 gram

12. 100. ce
,.13. 0 degrees

14. 100 degreite

15. .70 degrees

6

P..,
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InGbdUction to Metric Nefauremsnt

1.. Estimate the length of these line segments to the'nearest inch.

b)

2. Measure the length of the following line Ilegments to the neareet,inch.

a) b) c).

3. 0 How'maly feet is 36 inches?

Change the following to feet and inches.

b) 40 inches . ft inches

c) 3 ,1/4.feet rt inches

d) 1 yard 2 ft 4 inches . ft
.

4.

inched.

44. Change the ,following comon fractions to clecima1 fractions.

-

a) Iji0

b) 5/10 .

c) 2/100

d) 15/1000 In

Write the following as 8 power of ten.

d) lijAzya) 1000.

b) 100 .
,

c) -414. a) '45. *"

TO40 .44 74.0 of D!AL



"Ittroduotien to NetriC Neasuregent

4
* ,

MINT= (Continued)
.

6. Order the following numerals from smallest to largbet:".....

1' a) 1000 D) c) 14) d) lo e) 1
Im55 f)

"

7. Add the follOwing, using English units. Simpliry if npoessary.

a) 3 'ft. 2 in.
+ ft. 8 in.

b) 5 ft. 10 in.
+ la int

8. Find the perimeter (distance around the,figure of the followings_

g)
1

137

l

1 in.

el
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Introdutition to Netric,Nleaeurement

(Continued)--
/

What'll, the temperature in .ctir at the arrow (4*-)f

1

10

30

.10

. -10

ft
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Introduction to WOotricli,aiurtment

POSTIIIST,

1. ia the basic metric Imit for length?

2, /What ie the basic metric unit for mase?

3; 'What la the basic metric unit Sor capacity (liqpid mase)r

4. What unit might be used to:meaeure the surface area of a classroom floor?

5: What unii might be; used to mteasure the volume of your classroom?

6. Write each of the following.prefixes as a-ppwer of tens

a) milli

b) deka

c) centi

d) kilo

e) deci

Fill in ihe blanks below.

a)'\ 60

b) 4000 m

c) 9 m

CM MB

km dam

8. What is the perimeter (distance atound) the following figure

7 cm

66,

3 cm

2 cm

3 cm



Introduction to,Metric Measurement,

POrTEST (Continued)

;

Wow many'cubic,centimeters would fit in i'cubic decimeter box?

4. S.

'

1.0. How many ctibto centimeters are &Intained in a liter?

Il. What is the.mass of one cubic centimetei of water at its greatebt

density?

12. What is.the area of the following square?

a

I.

#3

10 cm

10 ciif

p. 32 degrees fahrenheit is equal to on the celsius scale.

14: '212 degrees fahrenheit is equal to on the celsiva scale.

15. A celsiuz temperature Of 20 degrees is approximately what fahrenheit

temperature?
.0
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t.2 'uction ibp Metric Measutment

Activity Sheet #1

V ,

Ininsiusdrign

How tall are you?
How much do you weigh?' -

How large is the desk toi?
How warm is th room?
How much milk id you:drink for breakfast?

As you nAwóreF th'fl1ttone you used'measurements.`TIY ompaied
.the objects in question with known.units such -as-inchei, feet, po a
square inches, Aegrees, cups or pints. The units commonly used the
Unitsa Stateer -wre fiareierty used in Vngliiiid and are known,as the English

system .of measurement:

'Long ago men measured the'length of things by oomparing thee' to

parts of their bodies. For exaliplel, the span .is the distance between the

tips of the thumb and little finger Wien extended.

'7MPA

S.

.0n the edge of a length of adding machine tape, make alweasuring
4

line (ruler) using your own span as the measuring unit. Make marks,on

the tape indicating five successive spans.

Ac

Use this ruler to measure various lineag, such as the height and

"width of the door, length of this page; or the length of your pencil. Re.!

oord,Ithe lengths. Are the measurements exact, or'do ydu have parts pf

.the lines left over? How could you make the Measurements-more exact (pre-
cise)? Compare your results with measurements made by other studhte.

Vhat disadvantages do You see in this kind of measurement?

Would the measurements be mare satisfactory if overvine agremi to

use 'the span unit and ruler of just ()hi, .person? The one unit would be the
'

If people agree, -there can be standard unitsmdimgAid for tt!'s cites
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IMtroduction to Mtric Measurement Activity Sheet #la

fOr ent4re 4*tions, such as our English standard system, or even for

the world. Would this be desirable? What kind of-a measuzing system

would You invent if you could make one for the world? What units? What

names for the units? How would they be related to each other?

Different nations and groups of people

have selected different measuring systems.

If you like history and stories, often

comical, you may onjOy finding out the

origin of some of these units.

As potence and trade developed, the

old measuring.systems proved to be more

and more inconvenient and confusing,

difficult tO learn and to use. An effi-

cient internationalreastfring system was

needed. In 1791 the Paris Academy of

Science recommendlq a nedecir6.1 system of lieights and measures.

In the new system, eanh unit of measure is the product of a basic
+Z

4

1,*

unit and a power of ten. The Academy named the baSic unit of length the

meter from a Greek' word meaning measure. The unit of mass (weight) is

the gni and the unit of capacity (liquid measuee) is the liter. Sub-

divisions and multiples of basic units are namod'by putting Latin and
,

Greek prefixes before the basic unit. For example, Asa means one-tenth

so decimeter is one-tenth of a meter and decigram is one-tenth of a gram.

They named the system the metric system.

Alt ough scientists Ad others engaged in international metric sys-
tem, ,took many years for countries to give up their own unscientific,

inconivenlent, but familiar national systems. Today the metric system'is

legal in every civilized country. Theynited States was the last Indus-
.

trialized nation in the world to -officiall opt the system. It has

th

,

tdbeen legal, ough' not officiiii since-the tion was foumied and is al-

ready widely used in science and bUsiness. It will probably completely

replace, the old English measurement system in a few years. Soon the en-
,

tire world will bez using the SI (System International), the metric system.
,)

AP*

74:
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Introduction to Metric Meassuroment
, Student Iforipheet #1

Body units, suOh as a hand or a foot, frequently have been used to
make measurements. You may have seen some of them mentioned in stories
and in history. You may even have used some of them. Over the years
they have become standardired, but you can make approximations using
your own body units.

A cubit is the distance from your elboi to the outstretched tip
at your middle finger.

A ma is the distance from the tip of your noee to the tip of

your middle finger with your arm extended.

A foot is the length of your foot.

04.1to

A hand is the width TT your hand across the knuokles.

An ugh is the lengih of the joint 'at the end of your 'thumb.

Measure your own body units, using a standard ruler.

Body Unit Standard Unit
,

r

.

.

_Inch

Hand
.

Foot

Cubit
.

Yard .

.
.

r--7

'74 U of 6101
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Introduction to Metrlo ftasuresiont. ..St Worksheet #la

Are,there any convenient relationships between your vaitous body
units? What are the relationships between the standard units?

Use one of youfr body units to make a ruler. Measure two or three
things, then check with i'standaxd ruler.

Optional

Another personal unit is a step (the length of()Kour normal step
from your back heel to your front heel). You have probably seen football
referees step off ps5a1ties. What do you . eetimete the length of-your
step to be? Check it with a etandard ruler.

1. Step off and estimate the length of the room.
2. Cheok'your estimate with a standard measure.

3. Try again on the length.of the room or some other distances. Can
you improve your estimates?

5 74 U of DML
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Activity Insect #2

Ihe basic unit or length in the metric system is the Motor,
Through the year*, msnY war' WO been suggested to define the-meter..
One of the most interesting was advooeted by Thomas Jefferson. In 'his
method, the length of a single pendulum was to be used to define aifmeter.

A. simple pendulum may be constructed from a length of string with
weight tied to ono end. This weight is called the "bob". Construot

-----a-perflulum--and--fatiton-it to a support, as indicated below.

.1?

44

o

,.

4(';,;F,.R.

1.4 41,

t ..

A 1
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Introduotion to Metrio Measurement

Aotiviity Shoot #2a

Pull the bob a nal distance to one side arid let 'it swing .baok
and forth. The period of a pendulum ia the length of time it takes for
the pendulum to swing from one side to the other anclatAkjidn.

Jefferson's idea wan to dein, the meter as the Wall of a single
pendulum having a period of two seco.nds. In this experiment, we will
mee how close this is to a meter.

. Start the pendulum swinging (remember, only small swings.)
a) When the motion is smooth, start timing with a watph

and .count ten complete periods (remember,.one period is

a swing from one aide to the other and back again.)
,

-b) If.this takes less than 20 seconds, lengthen the pendu-

lum; if it takes more than 20 seconds, shorten the

pendulum.

c) When the time to .complete ten periods is exactly 20

seconds, you hare a length which we shall call a

"pendumeter". Measure the length frlom the point

wheTe .41e pendulum is held to the center of the bob.

Compare your "pendumeter" with other,groups. Compare the "pendumeter"

wiih a meter stiCk. How close are the two lengths? An interesting thing

about this equipment is that we have used time to determine distance.

With the same apparatus, we could use distanpe to determine time by using

a pendulum with a length of one meter. Then we could define one second

as the length of time it takes the pendulum to pomplete a half period.

The "pendumeter" is not the official meter. The "pendumeter" is

affected by the earth's rotation and the location at which the experiment

is conducted. The official metetwas originally defined as a unit equal

to one ten-millionth of the distanoe between the equatoeing the Nomth

Pole. In 1960 aonew standard, more readily determined, was defined.

It bases the length of the meter on the ;rave length of-the orange-red

light frOm the gas Krypton.

7 32

1'1
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listroduotion to Metric Measurement -

..Activity Sheet #3

ili

'. How tall are you? Th:sre various waysiof answering this' onqUesti.
Far example, you may says 64 i. ches, or 5 fet4 inches; 5 and 1/3 feet!

,or even 1 yard 2 feet 4 inches. Sometimes it is convenient, even neo-
smeary, to rename a measurement In other units. Thiele often difficult
in the English system. It requires that you knoW a variety of names and. .

re/atOpships between units. Do yoCkmOw the relationships between inches,
feet and yards?.

Renaming measurements in the metric system is simple because it is a
decimal system, based.on powers ()LW.. In a set of measurements, each unit
is ten tiro& the sine of the next smaller unit. And all use the samselbase
name, combined with a prefix that Shows its decimal relationship to-the
basic unit.

The basic units for each kind of msasurement amp

,

..,

l

Length

,

.

- .
1

Meter
.

...
Aress
meter x meter sq. meter ,...-

Volumes
-:-aiOMIIIIIII -1111111M1meter x meter x meter cu. meter

,

,

.

,

ii

Capacity (liquid
measure)

, .

.

,
,

Liter
,

.

.."
.

Pt

.
A

it

/

.

.

Mass (amount of
matter, weight)

,

:4,

.

.

Cram

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

_

.

,© '74,U of DML.
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Introduction to Metric Measurement

- "

.Studehtt Woritehoot #3

laitin prefixes are used for subdivisions 4.411 typos of,metrio

meanoron.

deoi.- divided into tenths (0.1, 1/10, 1011)

oenti.- divided into hundredths (0.01, 1/100, 10 )

milli - divided into thousandths (0.0010, 1/1000, 10-3)
.

.

Hro is a picture (actual size) which shows the relationship of a.deci-

mtr, a centimeter, and a millimeter.

1 dm

are:

1 mm
t

1 cm

-T
Greek-prefixes are used for multiples of the,basio units. They

deka - multiplied by 10

heoto - multiplied by 100 (102)

kilo - mult lied by 100Q (103)

You should learn these prefixes and their meanings. Note that it

taken 10,of left unit to make the next larger unit, just as in our base

ten numeration stem., This relation between the metric system of

measurement and the base ,ten system,of numeration is one of the imain

advantages of the metric system. The same prefixes are used for units

of length, area, volume, capacity, mass, and so on. For example, 1000
0

grams As a kilogram, 1000 meters is ',tt kilometer.

Scientists have added two other prefixes for making measurements

that are very small or very large.

Mioro means small.and mega means great. But in the'

metric systentmlero meane one-millionth (1/1,000,000)

part of, and mega means one million times. There is

one exceptiop. Since,mierometer was already a word'

meatling a measuring device,.the word micron (abbkevi-

sited by'using the Greek letter /1 (Mu)) is usually

used to-denote one-millionth of a"meter. Also, the

symbol for meii is (M). .

,t9for
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Introduction to Metric Measurement

1. Make a list of sl the metric, prefixes in order from smallest

to largest.

2. Write the names for the units that are equal to

f) Ane-tonth of a meter

g) one-thousandth of a gram

h) one tho4sand liters

.1)
one thousand grams

Stsident_Yorksheet 03a

a)

b)

o)

d)
e)

teh meters

one hundred meters

one thousand meters

one'million meters

one-hundredth of a meter

.In:the.metrio systew the units-for lenfth, volumei-oapaoityi-lami

mass are all related to each other. Under rigidly specified con-

ditions of temperature and atmospheric pressure

1 liter 100d.oubio centimeters (oo) of water

1 gram . the mass (weight) of 1 oubio centimeter of water.

How much- wo41(1 a liter awater Weigh? State your answer two
ways.

Here are some commonly used metric symbols. They combine the first
letter of the prefix with the firlst letter of the basic unit, with sev-
eral exceptions. What are the exceptions? Why? (See Student Worksheet 05.)

micrometer
mm . millimeter

pm oentiieter

dm dsoimetor

miter

1. Complete the followings

a) dm 1 m

cm 3. dm

o) cm 1 ra
d) NM Ng 1 cm
Fin in The blanks belows

a) 30,dm M
1?) 9 m 0

o) ,37,000 oi

d) 5000 m 4 km se

0111

ONIMINIPlo

dem dekameter

hm

km

,Mm

. hectometer

.'kilometer

megameter

e)

f) 1000 g 1

g) eg 1 dg

h) mg g

dm sit

dam



Inireftetimi to Metric Mesiumelt
Student Worksheet #3b

3, Put the following measurements in increasing order (smallest to

largest)s.

8 om; 41:dm; 242 om; 89 mm; 8 a; 607 mm

4. Play 0onoentratign

...... Make a set of cirds containing sets of equivalent pairs.

Some suggested pairs are$

WOO

NUM

Turn the cards face"down.

The first player turns two cards face up.

If they are equivalents, he.keeps them and turns two more.

If they are not equivalents, he turns,them face down again-.

The next player t s a card face up.

Before turning the seoond (lard, he tries to remember the

meviously turned cards, so he may match his face-up oard.

. He\then turns a second card.

'If his turned pair are equivalents, he keeper them and turns

two more,

k player continues turning pairs as long as they are equivalents,

when the pair is not equivalent, the.oards are turned' face down,

and the next player takes his turn.

The gayer who takes the most cards wins.

Increasing the nuMber of cards makes the game harder. Eight oards

is easy.

A

A

, '74 U of DML



Introduction to Metric Measurement
' Activity Sheet #4

Mtrio Measurement Proiectg, a010, ftercisee

1. A Strange Measuring Instrument

Make a'cardboard "centimeter stick" (36 oenttmeters long) and lark

'only the points shown at distances 1, 3, .13, 20, 27, 31 and 35 centi-

meters.from the letf-hand end.

A point 11 centimeters from the left-hand end is not markedl however,

the stick can Se used to measure directly a lengt1) of 11 centimeters by

using the markings for 20 and 31 centimeters. Beiweekwhat two markings

on the stick is there a distance of 2 cm? Using only ihe markings on

the stick, can you measure directly a length of 8 cm? How many different

lengths can be measured directly on the stick, using only the given marks?

Show how eaCh may be measured.

2. A Puzzle

Cut a ten centimeter

(1 decimeter) square. Work-

ing in one direction around

the ten centimeter square,

mark one point on each ,side"

two centimeters fromthe cor-

ner. Join the points bo

opposite sides. (See illus."-

tration.) Cut along the lines

making four pieces. mix up..

the pieces and ee if you can

,put it back together again.

Sides whicti touoh.must have

equal measurements.

0 74 u of DML
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-Introduotion to Metric Measurement

I.

2s. Cut a six-ientimier square

from cardboard. Cost& this square

with the four pieces of the 10 om

square you out in #2 to make a larg-

er square.

3.- 'Estimating Metric Lengths

Just by looking, order ale line segments with rospeot to decreas-
ing length. Fill in the table.

14%

Activity Sheet #4a

1

41,

1,
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Introduction ttietrlo Measurement

Longest

,

Shortest

Activity Sheet #4bi, ,"

Order
..._ _ ___

Estimate of
Length

Actual
Length. error

Omtect
Order

,

_ - _ _ _ . . - _....

um rim. MM .

.

-11,..

mm-..----

MX

.

_
.

.

N

.

.
. .

-
' , 4

- /

r

I

%

_

i .

/Now write each length in cm.
44'

4. Estimate first and then use theter stick to measure ..eack otithe

estimating ability as yOU,Ifork

'

Act4,1 ;rt

Estimate meas,up; ,.

following. See if you can-improve your

through these problems.

a) Length of your pen or pencil

b) Width of this paper

c) Length of your little finger

a) Height of the letter "E"

e) Diametsr,edl a piece 'of chalk

'fa) Length-of a friend's arm

g) Distance you can jump from'a

position with both ieet together

*h) Distance you can run in approxi-

mately four iseconcia.

111111.1.1111111MM

.161116
gismosominmessuons

.

"Pick two other items to estimiat and measure.

i)
3)

awiromaN.1

*optional exercise forges outside, in good weathSr.

,

mmirodmequi:11061...+

-

P.

41'

0 '74 U of DML



Introduotion to Metric Measurement
el

5. List tho following figures in

(Perimeter in the dpstance around

uring the perimeter of each.

A

Activity. Sheet #14o

order of decreasing perimeter,
figure.).' Check yourself by mess-

de

Largest perimeter

Smallest Perimeter

41

Guessed Order
,

Estimate of
Perimeter

.

Actual
Perimeter

-
.

Correct Order
-rt

-
.

.
.

.

.

.

%.....

v

© 74 U of DML
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Activity Sheet #5

,To measure length we-need a line. The basto unit.of linear

measure ui a line 1 Meter long.-.

10 measure 4 inarface, tor'instanoti the floor of the room or this
'page,w4, need a surfao a) unit.

The basic 'unit of rea is a square etere a square Aose'sides are
lines one meter'long.

,

Subdivisions of the square meter (m2) axe the

square decimeter dm2

equare-behtilitei itig 441-

2
square millimeter mm .

.

: 'Al /Largerlipts are the
dale km2.

11... 4 A 4, ,

r

, 1

4111%;

I AI Ars

A

.

WINOmmulerilimmilimmillimmelumilim=rporlomoollrmaagoomprimproiro

1. How upmany mm2 l'om2?

2. .How many om
2

1 dm2f
rim2 am27,

".14.- How many die IP. 1
2 "5, How many m 10 1 km2?

\

110

lir



Introduction to Metric Measurement Student- Worksheet #5

1. The figure below pictares a square decimeter divided into 100 square
centimeters. Determine the area (in aqOare cenittoters) of the figures

marked A-E.

A.

)3,

C.

l

/6,

...

' -..- II I

A .

-.. , 4
e .

II.

_...

lk
.

._1

-

an. ,

....

I

/

...

.

Ns'
,

a

..4

1

I

4
.

.

.

E.

2. Con a cm square paper, draw a rectangle 6 cm by 3 cm and draw a straight

line which cuts it in half.-

a) . How many straight lines oan be drawn Which would cut the rec-

tangle in half?

b) How 'can you be sure that a strai4ht line cuts,the rectangle in

half?

c) What is the area of each part, ofSsthe rectangle when it has been

cut in half?



Introduction to Metric Measurement

11

410

Student Worksheet #5a
0

1; Approximate the number of square decimeters of cardboard it takes
to make a one-half gallon milk carton. Cut the carton open, spread
flat, measure and calculate the number of square decimeters in the oar-
ton. Or trace the parts of the oarton on om paper.

4, Estimate the area (in square meters) of the classroom you are in.
Measure and see how close your estimate was. If your teacher approves,
mark off the square meters in chalk or string on thewfloop If carpet
costs $12.75 per square meter, what would.be the cost of carpet for your
classroom?
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Introduottca to Metrio Measurement

tagatie_ jaglyCa

AotIvity Sheet #6

to measure the length of a line we need a unit that models the

line, rOinear ulit such as a pentimeter or a meter.

CENTIME TER
Imommral

To measure a surface we need a unit that Oovers a surfacleesudh as

a square centimeter 'TARE CENTIMETER 4

To measure a three dimensional object, such as a box or a room, we
need a three dimensional unit; for example, a oube like a sugar oube or
a uniform box.

CM3

1. Cut from cardboard, tagboard or centimer square,graph paper, a pattern

ufor oOnstructing a cubic decimeter. (See illustration.) Fold arid fasten

the edges with tape leaving the top hinged open.

a) What iS the surfaarea (area of the pattern) of this

'cube in square decimeters?
(fsi, 1

b) What is the surface area in square centimeters? CM

2. Obtain some white centimeter. cubes, or make

some cm3 cubes.

a) Estimate how many eubic centi

meters it would take to

cover the bottom.of the

cubic decimeter box with a

layer 1 cm deep. Sketch the bottom layer on cm2

paper, or refer'to the sketch of a dm2 on Activity

Sheet 415, EXample 1. .

0 How many such layers would fit in the gox?

co '74 u of DML
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/

Activity Shoot 4V6a k
t...

2. o) How many cubic centimeters would fit in the oubio deoimotor bj?'

d) om3 m 1 dd.
w,

1. The basic unit of capacity (liquid measure) in the Metrio system is

tho 'liter. A liter is a unit of measure similar to a quart. In.metrie

countries people buy soft drinks, milk, gasoline, etc. measured in liters.

Look at your cardboard oubin decimeter box. If it would hold water, it

would hold one liter.

In other words, a liter is a dnit of vo1Ume equal to a

0.0114) deameter or_ 1000 houbic centimetorsjool.

I 0

cfri

016

---

This relationship between units is a property'of the metric system which
is not common to the English system. There is no direct relationship be-
tween cubic inches and quarts as there is between a cubic decimeter and
a liter.

4. rill a metric measure of 1 liter with wer and pour it intta quart
container (a milk carton will do). Did it ftil.the.quart contiOer? Was
there any left over? Fill'the quart container and pour it intdthe liter
measure. Did it fill the.litermeasure?- Was there any,left mer? Make
your own rough comparison between a liter and a quart,

c

45..20 4
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introduction to Metric Measurement
Activity Sheet #7

Investinting Megisuree of Mass

4-4

Obtain a litei (1000 cm3) container. Find.its mass on a balanc .

Record its mass. Carefully fill the container to the 1000 cmr3.

Find the total masa of the container and water. Record its mass.
From the total mass, subtract the mass of the coatainer to find the
mass of'1000 cm3 of water.

1. What is the mas's of the water?

2. What is the mass of 1 cm3 .0
f water?

There is a direct relationship between'units of volume (or capacity)
and Anits of mass in the metric system. The.unit of mass, the gram, is
defined as the mass of one cubic centimeter of water (at itp greatest

.densfty.)

Sot the mass of.1000 cm3 or 1 liter of water la g or kg.

You now have some concrete experience with a kg mass. If you could
construct a cubic centimeter and 44.11 it with water, you would have an
idea of a gram weight. It takes only a small number of dropa of water to
fill a cubic centimeter.

,

Obtain a container graduated (marked) to measure cubic centimeters.
Use an eyedropper to determine the number of drops in 1 cubic centimeter.
How many/ Compare your results with others.

eyedropper

Mass 'of one cm3 of water 1 gram

cubic centimeter

Exa th various masses-in the set of metric weights tolget the
"feel" of them.

4
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Student Norksileet

Inveatigt/t4na Neasurm of lies.

1. Obtain at leapt eta cont4ners that will hold water tin cans,'
bottles, plastic dishest.Soep or ice cream containers, 4mOty pill con.
tainers, buckets) etc. Wecord their masses. Estimate the numbsi of ..

liters or milliliters in each container and the number of graia of mails
of each. Now measure them with your metric measuring instruments. See if
you can improve your estimates with pi.actice.. List'your results'in-
the table below.

Item,
.

Estimated
Cal:4'014r

Estimated
Mass

Measured
Oaiaoity

Measured
Naos...........--

.

.

.

,

.

2.
,4

3.

4.
.

5.
,

.

6.
.

.

2. Would a,cubip centifteter of wood (white centimeter cube) have a mass
more or less than one gram? (Remember'the definition of a gram.) 'Find
the masvof one and find out if you are right.

3. Find the mass (in grams) of each of the p11owings

a) a 10 cm rod

b) a book

c) a pair of ,glasses

j

d) a via

e, f, g) three other things
Le you choose.

a,
.1

t,

I



Introduotica to Metric Measurement

1.1.21112_10SULkE21...basuonnt

(Optional)

Activity Shoot #8 ...%

To find thoi ar4a of this page, which metric unit would you
use? Why?

2. To find the arSa of the room, which unit would you use?
Why?

To.find the area of the block of land the school is on, which
metric unit wodd be convenient?

For convenience in measuring land areal., the metric system has
two other commonly used units.

The Alm .0 1 square dekametOf 100 square meters

The hectare 10 square dekameters 100 ares.

The scale diagram below (with 1 mm repreeentAng 1 m) shows the
telationtithip of ,the sqUare meter (m2) to the are and hectare.ova** .* a A

f

0 r

ecrixe

s'"c-17ii-girmlillbwivmgr4Imorwririowrvpmpm0ra0rovgipmmwmmonovmvq0r0vnvr'WV

i N, A 1 square meter km
2/

t\N\B 1 square dekameter Oam ) 1 aro
C 0 1, hectare(ha) 100 ate 10,000 m2.

'a
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Aotivity0hoot. #8a

On the school playground, measure off an An dam
2

(10

2. Can you think of a familiar room or ar4a aboa'equivalent

m x 10 m).

to an me

3. If possible, measUre off a hectare (100 m X 100 M).
( -

'4 Approximately how would a hectare compare with a foortbiii field?

a) Make a scale drawing of a hectare.(100 m x 100 m) with a football

field outlined on it. (Use meters:instead of yard's for dimensions

of the football field. Meters are only a little longer than a

. yard. Compare a yarlstiok and a meter stidk.)
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Activity Sheet #9

Just as Other metric meastfres are baised on multiples of ten, the

metric temperature (Celsius) soale divides the interval between the ,

fressing point and boiling point of water into 100 degree. (The chart

on the next page shows the relationship between the Fahrenheit and Clsitis

temperature soalbb.) You may be,able to obtain both CSisius and Fahrenheit

thermometers,and make your'own comparisons.

You can read equivalent temperatures from the illustrated scales by
laying straight -edge stritit across both at the-desired temperature.

Use this method'to find the following equivalents,

-AA

".1

Fahrenheit Celsius

0
1 cm°

98,6°

350°

111111

emos

0

100

, '20!

230°

111

1

IrrtsN

A
t ,
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FAHRENHEIT
WATER
goILS\I

atat--

.200

ito-
150

140--L

130

'Jo

lo

-
qo

gon
74 1

60,1

WATER 50-
p REE7ES

3a

10

-0-

L

CELSIUS

100

q

q 0

15

75

65

G90
4

5 5*

5-:o

45
qo

35-

30

ao

1b

-5
0

10

"'clo

Activity Sheet #9a

t 'COMPARE ME
FAHRENHEIT' AND

CEL-S1U5 THERMOMETERS

S.



Introduotion to Metric, Measurement . Student, Worksheet #9

Maily weather forecasts now give temperatures An both Fahrenheit -

and Celsius scales. A tormula for'converting Osleius readings to\!ahren-
heit can be formede When the temperature of water 'changes from the\.

freesing point to the boiling Toint,, the Fahrenheii thegmoMeter rise

degrees (from 32° to 212°). The Celsius thermometer rises -
o) ;xgrees (from to

. Thus, a Fahrenheit thermometer must riee

it(or times as much as a Celsius thermometer-to indicate the same'

temperatute change.

F 9/5 .C+ 32

That is, multiplythe Celsiuscreading by 9/5 and add 32° to-get the corTe
ponding Fahrenheit reading. You can make:a rough approximation of this
by saying 9/5 4 2 and 32 I'. 10. Then, a rule of thumb for daily weather

temperature reading la to "double and add 30". Thus, if the weather'
forecaster in a metric country foreCasts a high of 250 you can double and. '
add,30.to get a close estimate of the ,Fahrtnheii temperatUre (about 80°).

1. a) Use the "rule of thumb" to estimate the Fahrenheit temperature

reading.*thich correspond with each of the following Celsius read-
ings.

Celsius Fahrenheit Estimate

T.
. .1:0° ..,

1.5d,--
,

,.

20°
// .

30°
,

,

359' ._

-

.
.

_ ,

. Check by putting a straight edge across the 'scales on Activity
Sheet #9. .f

b) In What temperature range (Celsius) mould it be comfortable tO,
go swimming?

o) (Optional) Find the exaCt temperature conversion for the Celsius

readings in part a) by using the exact formula.
Asp

Can you figure out a rule of.thumb for changinfeCelsius to Fahrenheit?
5 .

27
2
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1.

itottv1t3r$4,0t#10
%

#

411.2 OA..

ACROSS

1. Abbreviation for kiloiram

,3._ Prefix zeaning "multiplied by 10"

5. Man's title

8.. Prefix meaning "one7thousa*Oth"

9. Bisic.unit of 1.ength

10.: Abbreviation for milliliter

11. The initialm of the offiOal name
of the,type of metric we use

15. Abbreviation for deciliter

.Country whictLoriginated the,'
metric system

An:

1.';',4

284

DOWN

1. Abbreviation for kilometer

2. Unit of. Ma8ii"''

Prefix meaning "multiplied .tiy
1000"

6. twat unit of Capacity
,

7. Name of temperature scal4

).1,S

10

53

12. Freezing temperature of water
in SI units'

13. Number of centimeters in a
decimeter.

14. Prefix meaning "one-tenth"

15. 'Abbreviation for dekameter

A

At

-

.r

, .

. -"e '.,'
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tniroduotion to Mtrio Measurement Activity Sheet

gsmalanit
(Changing from one measuring unit to another)

A.bout the only use made of conversions is by Americans who.are not
yet familiar wiih the metric system. They may want to pakevoiparisons
of ietrio measurements with the system they already know. For this pur-
pOse, approximations are suitable.'

Place a meter stick and a Ara$ ettok together so thet both zero
points are touching. Compare the two measuring units0 metricAnd yard.

,

Which is longer? How much longer? Which statements most accurately des-
cribe their relaiionshii?

1 yari, 0:5 meters
1 yard 0.75 Aeters

ii

1 yard 0.9,m tern
1 yard

i

1A5 ters
1 yard al- term

1 meter 0.5 yards .

1 meter 0.75 yards
1 meter 0.9 yards
1 meter 1.5 yards
1 meter 1.1 yards

YARDST1CK

METER STICK..

JON

Plaoe a ester Stick and a yard stick together eo that both zero points
are touching.. .Compart the two-units -- centimeter ahd inch, Whioh is.
longer?ifow much longer? Which etatements.moit accurately describe their
telaticpsipM

am\ 0:25 in 1 in 0.23 om
1 om" 0.5 in' 1 th 0.5 omitdi cm 2 in 1 in 2 cmq "
1 om 2.23 in 1 in 2,23 om
1 cm 2.5 in .,, 1 in 2.5cm

Cyf

74 U of DML
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Intreducticn to Metric Measurement

Appminate Conversions,

Stlyient Worksheet #11

Length

1 yd
1 in

1 mi

0.9 m
2.5 em
1.6 km (a little more

than

1 m
1 cm.

1 km

1.4 yd
0.4 in

0.6 mi

(a'little less
than 1/2 in)
(a little more
than 1/2 mi)

0.

Capacity (liquid measure)

1 qt 0.95 liters 1 liter 1.05 qt (very little ,

more than TO

GALLON*
LITER QUART

Mass (weight)

1 pound (lb) 0.-5 kg

j.

1 kg 2.2 lb

-;1,,I.;'-......

55 '749-0 P.44..,.
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Intreduotiarto Metric Measurement
A.

) Activity Sheet #11a

Since the meter is universally used, the United States has band
the yard as exactly equal to 0.9144 meters. 0.9144 oaa be exactly divided
bY 36 so

1/36 ot a yard 0.9144 meters
1 inch 0.0254 meters
1 foot m 0.3048 meters.

All other iquivalents in the two systems are approximations.

Although the exact relationships of the yard and meter and the inch
+lad centimeter are known, there is ordinarily little use for them. The
metric system is used almost exclusively in precise measuring activities
and there is no need fm. conversion.

31-

t.s

001'

4-

4. '74 of DML



littroduotion to Metric Moasuromont

Which is larger?

Student'Worksheet

a) 1-in or41 cm .d) 1 cm or l/2 in g) 1 kg or 1 lb

b) 1 yd or 1 m e) 1 km or 1/2 mi h) 1 liter or 1 gal

c) 1 mi or 1 km f) 1 liter or 1 qt 1) 1/2 lb or 1 kg

2. If you know your height in inches, how would you find it in cm?

60 in om .

3. If you,know a distance in km, how would you find it in miles?

50 km mi

80.km per hour miles per hour

If you know an amount in liters, how would you find it in quarts?

gallons? \--

40 liters quarts; wm gallons

5. If you know a weight in kilograms (kilos), how would you find it in

pounds?

10 kg pounds

$1 a kg $ per pound

If you are traveling in-another country, you Will probably see signs

like the ones below. Give their approximate equivalents in the English.

system. (Use the 'table on the Activity Sheet as needed.)

_

0 '74 VoLDIt41.
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/ntroduoticm to Mtric, Moasuroment Blmdent Workshoot 011b

Complot tho following conversions. ,Approximate to tho nearest

whole number. (Romember, means "approximately liquids

a) 50 mi A km

b) 2 1/2 ml km

0) 100 yd m

d) 10 yd

e) 10 in cm

0 4 in IN cm

g) 16 qt. 1 1

h) 10 gal I

I) 20 lb kg

j) 1/2 lb ; g

.

k) 150 km 1 mi

1) 5 km A mi

0 1500 m ml

n) 4 m ft

o) 10 on in,

p) 2.5 om in

q) 4 1 ; qt

0 20 1 ; gal

s) 5 kg lb

t) -0,!skg ; lb

5 8
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